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MATHEMATICS
WELCOME TO THE MATHS CLASS
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Olisa
Mathematics is necessary to understand the other branches of knowledge. All depend on mathematics in one way or
another. Math helps us make better choices throughout everyday life which helps make life simpler. Math also encourages
and attracts an alert and open-minded attitude and helps develop clarity in thinking. It is a talent which should be
compulsorily mastered by all in every walk of life.

Neumal
Mathematics helps us understand the world and provides an effective way of building mental discipline. Mathematics
encourages logical reasoning, critical thinking,  problem-solving ability, and even effective communication skills and also
Mathematics plays a vital role in all aspects of life, be it in everyday matters of life such as time tracking, driving, cooking,
or jobs such as accounting, finance, banking, engineering, etc.
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Mathematics is an element of life that has always been there, in every single thing even if we may not have figured out its
presence there yet. It the component that helps make sense of the vastness of this world either through pure math or its
applied components. There are patterns every all parts of natures creations and math is the bridge between these
patterns and our understanding of it. And due to this vastness of information, math can get more and more complex as we
dig deeper into the innerweb of the universe.
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Saarang
According to me, mathematics and music are very closely related. both of them always follow a specific pattern.
Everything we see in music- the beats, chorus all are connected to mathematics. without mathematics, there's no music
and vice-versa. Some people love to listen to music while solving problems in mathematics. music calms the mind and
helps us to concentrate. 

Blythe
Mathematics has become an essential component of life in today's world. Nothing operates without Mathematics.  From a
small machine to computer programs to artificial intelligences to medical instruments, etc. math is used everywhere. 
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Saloni Ferreira

According to me mathematics or mathematical thinking is a lot more than just being able to do arithmetic or solve algebra
problems. It's a way of looking at things that involves reducing them to their most basic components, whether numerical,
structural, or logical, and then examining the underlying patterns. Math is all on finding patterns. When we teach a
mathematical approach, we are demonstrating something that occurs on a regular basis, something that occurs in general.
One of the reasons that studying mathematics is so beneficial is that it allows students to see these underlying structures,
whether in a math problem, in society, or in nature. It elevates arithmetic from a drudgery to an art form.

Nilseema
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Nilseema
Without mathematics, there’s nothing you can do. Everything around you is mathematics. Everything around you is
numbers— Shakuntala Devi, 
I totally agree with shakuntala devi, we all our surrounded by mathematics, it everywhere, it is core of all the subject.
Basically maths is magical combination function, variables, numbers in logical manner.

According to me Mathematics reveals your inner abilities of conBdence, patience,
perseverance and determination


